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Abstrak
Bahasa-bahasa Dani Raya merupakan kelompok bahasa Papua
dari filum Trans-New Guinea yang terletak di Pegunungan
Tengah New Guinea, di sekitar Lembah Balim. Tulisan ini
bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan sistem penanda orang pada
bahasa-bahasa Dani. Pada umumnya, bahasa-bahasa Dani
memiliki distribusi penanda pronomina dalam infleksi
morfologis dalam kata kerja, kata benda, kata sifat dan
posposisi. Distribusi ini menunjukkan dengan jelas sistem
penanda orang aktif-nonaktif. Dua tipe penanda pronomina
adalah: Tipe pertama, penanda orang aktif yang berinfleksi
sebagai akhiran pada kata kerja transitif dan kata kerja
intransitif non-statis. Tipe kedua, penanda orang nonaktif yang
berimbuhan sebagai awalan pada kata kerja transitif yang
berfungsi sebagai penanda obyek, sebagai penanda subyek
pada kata kerja statis dan kata sifat, dan penanda orang pada
posposisi dan penanda milik pada kata benda. Tipe ini
merupakan karakteristik umum yang terjadi pada semua
bahasa-bahasa Dani.

Kata Kunci: Bahasa-bahasa Dani, sistem penanda
pronomina, infleksi morfologis, aktif, non-aktif

INTRODUCTION
Dani languages belong to the Papuan language family and are spoken in the
central highlands of New Guinea. They have pronominal systems that are
considered as one of the basic traits of the grammars of these languages.
Pronominal markers can occur on verbs, nouns, postposition, and in very
restricted cases, on adjectives. Subject, object, and possessive markers convey
a great meaningful unit to construct verbs, nouns, postposition and adjectives.
Thus, Wurm (1975:191) state that the distribution of the forms of pronominal
systems in Papuan languages constitutes a very important function in Papuan
Grammar.

This paper aims to describe forms and functions of bound pronouns in
Dani languages and their correspondence with Tense-Aspect and Modality
(TAM) in their verbal systems, as well as how they form nouns, adjectives, and
postpositions. Furthermore, the paper also attempts to prove whether or not
Dani languages have active-non-active person marking systems. Since the
bound pronouns in same cases are derived from their independent counterparts,
I will include a brief description and forms of independent pronouns describing
how they relate to each other and how they are distinguished. By doing so, I
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will show that bound pronouns in Dani languages may be independently
meaningful rather than just morphological phenomena.

For samples of investigation, I will use the data from three Dani
languages: Lower Grand Valley Dani (LGVD), Middle Yali (MY) and Wano. I
chose these three languages because of the availability of data and references.
This paper is based on the work of people who have been working on Dani
languages for many years: Bromley (1981) Van der Stap (1966), Burung (ms),
Zöllner (nd) and Sawaki (1998), and in Papuan languages in general, such as,
Wurm (1975), Voorhoeve (1971), Foley (1986), and Reesink (1999)2.

This paper is organized as follows: Section one presents an overview
of Dani languages. Section two introduces the Dani languages family and their
linguistics classification. In section three, I describe general characteristics of
Dani languages. In section four, Dani languages are described in terms of their
morphological structures of bound pronouns on verbs, nouns, postpositions and
adjectives. Section five mainly describes the pronominal systems of Dani
languages, represented by two systems: independent pronouns and bound ones.
This section describes a variety of bound pronouns and their functions in the
word classes to which they attach. Section six basically shows an overview of
TAM in verbs of Dani languages, which will be used to describe a variety of
bound pronouns and how TAM interacts with person/number. The interaction
between person markers and stative verbs and adjectives is in section eight.
Section nine is the description of how person markers interact with noun.
Section ten shows the interaction between person markers and postpositions.
The whole discussion will be wrapped up in the summary section, which is the
last section of the paper.3

1  DANI LANGUAGES AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION
The Great Dani languages family is categorized as Papuan languages of the
Trans-New Guinea phylum spoken by people in the central highlands of New
Guinea, around the valley of the Balim River. The language family consists of
Western Dani (also known as Laani4), Grand Valley Dani, Yali5, Nduga and
Wano, a sub-family-level isolate (Voorhoeve, 1971). The languages of the
family are spoken by a total of about 300,000 people.

In this paper, I will describe only LGVD, MY and Wano and provide
examples from these languages. Grimes (1992:571) summarizes LGVD as
follows: “100,000 speakers (SIL); 20,000 in Upper Grand valley (1989, UBS).
Central highlands, Baliem Grand Valley and upper gorge. Trans-New Guinea,
Main  Section,  Central  and  Western,  Dani-Kwerba,  Southern,  Dani.  Dialects:
Lower Grand Valley Hitigima (Dani-Kurima), Upper Bele, Lower Bele, Lower
Kimbin (Kimbin), Upper Pyramid.”

He states the Middle Yali language as “Yali of Angguruk, 15,000
(1991, UBS). Central highlands area northwest of Nalca, east of Grand Valley
Dani. Trans-New Guinea, Main Section, Central and Western, Dani-Kwerba,
Southern, Ngalik-Nduga (1992:585).”

Grimes also describes the Wano language as indicated in Burung (p.c)
as, “3,000 to 3,500 (1987 SIL). Central highlands area on upper Rouffear River
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basin north of Western Dani, south of Dem. Trans-New Guinea, Main Section,
Central and Western, Dani-Kwerba, Southern, Wano.”

 2  GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DANI LANGUAGES
Commonly, Dani languages reflect what Foley (1986) and Voorhoeve and
McElhanon (1975) describe as the characteristics of Papuan languages. The
work of Bromley (1981), Van der Stap (1966), Burung (ms), and Sawaki
(1998) on these languages provide a detailed description of their salient
features. Phonologically, Dani languages are characterized by relatively simple
phonemic systems. The typical vocalic system contains five vowels, /i, e, a, o,
u/ and consonantal systems vary among the languages but commonly occur in
at least three places of articulation-labial, dental/alveolar and velar.
Grammatically, they are classified as SOV languages with a very complex verb
inflection. Morphologically, verbs take very complex inflectional systems with
obligatory markers for tense, aspect and mood (TAM), and person/number.
These languages also operated verb-serial constructions with dependent verbs
that cannot take the inflections and occur before the independent ones, and
independent verbs take a full range of inflectional possibilities. Nouns have
very simple inflectional process with case marking and person/number
markers. Postpositions and adjectives may take person markers. A single verb
form can stand as a full sentence since it may include TAM and person/number
markers and a significant proportion of verbs inflection signals relationships
among verbs in sequence. It is also true for the languages that the verb-final
word order is a typological distinction in types according to inflectional
possibilities (Foley, 1986:11). Dani languages exhibit active-non-active person
marking systems. TAM, agent of transitive verbs and subject of non-stative
intransitive verbs are marked by suffixes, while object of transitive verbs,
subject of stative intransitive verbs, possessive markers on nouns, and person
markers on postpositions prefix the word stems. Dani languages operate both
free and bound pronouns with distinction in person and number. Bound
pronouns are very complex and changeable when they interact with TAM and
show very stable and identical forms when they attach to stative
verbs/adjectives, nouns and postpositions.

3  STRUCTURES OF BOUND PRONOUNS IN WORD CLASSES
    OF DANI LANGUAGES
The following sub-sections deal with the verb systems, the structure of the
nouns, and the structure of person markers in postpositions.

3. 1  Verb Systems and Their Structures
In Dani languages, verb forms are highly complex when they interact with
TAM or person/number. Generally, the languages have two types of verbs
according to the morphological affixation of bound pronouns, i.e. stative verbs
and non-stative verbs. Table 1 and Table 2 present two types of verb structures
in Dani languages:
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Table 1

Type 1. Non-stative (transitive and intransitive) verb structure in Dani
languages

(VSTEM 1)-OBJ-VSTEM2-TAM1-SUBJ-(TAM2)

VSTEM1 in the structure is optional and appears when the structure takes
serial verbs constructions. It is always the dependent verb, which can not take
the inflections. The structure of OBJ-VSTEM2-TAM1-SUBJ is the obligatory
structure for verbs systems in Dani languages. TAM2 both in transitive and
intransitive sentences is also optional and just occurs in certain cases, i.e. the
habitual aspect, and the perfective aspect in the farther past tense. However,
Object in intransitive sentence is marked by empty morpheme. Verbs of type I
have very complex affixation and inflect for person, number and TAM.
Especially the suffixed-subject markers vary according to TAM.

On the other hand, verbs of type II (Table 2) operate a very stable set
of  person markers  that  function as  subject  markers,  which are identical  to  the
set of possessive markers on nouns. Verbs of type II are always stative verbs as
Bromley (1981) and Van der Stap (1966) call “mental process verbs.” Some
adjectives are also categorized as stative events, as they take identical forms of
subject  markers  as  stative  verbs.  Because  of  the  fact  that  they  are  “mental
process verbs,” they are not required to take TAM markers as they just
describe psychological events or what are referring to human’s mental state.

Table 2

Type II. Stative verbs/adjectives structure in Dani languages
SUBJ-VSTEM

The forms in 1-3 show examples of type I. non-stative verbs in the Dani
languages. Bromley (1981:28) gives the following examples in LGVD:

(1) wat-     h-   i
 3S:OBJ-kill-FACT-1S
 ‘I killed him recently’ or ‘I have killed him right now’

Burung (1994-:34) exemplifies a Wano sentence as shown in (2).

(2) ke-         g-    ac-ak
2S:OBJ-see-REAL-1S-then
‘I saw you and then’

In 3, Sawaki (1998:36) provides an example in MY.

(3) nu-     wa- r-       eh-     ek
1S:OBJ-hit-REAL-NRPAST-3S

 ‘He hit me recently’
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Not all Dani languages obligatorily have separate markers for tense and aspect
in Near Past tense. Examples (1) and (2) show that these languages operate join
morpheme to indicate tense and aspect of near past tense. While Example (3)
shows  a  clear  separation  between  tense  and  aspect  in  near  past  tense.  In
Examples 4 and 5, Van der Stap (1966) provides examples of type II stative
verbs structure in the Mugogo dialect of LGVD.

(4) n-elu
     1s-know
     ‘ I know’
(5) nin-okot
     1p-not.know’
     ‘We don’t know’

In example 6 and 7 the first person singular marker n- is added to the adjectival
words ayuk ‘afraid’ (6) and ekali ‘shame’ (7).

(6) n-ayuk
    ‘1s-afraid’
    ‘I am afraid’
(7) n-ekali
     ‘1s-shame’
     ‘I am ashamed’

3.2  Structure Of The Noun Form

Morphologically, the noun forms in Dani languages have the structure shown
in Table 3.

Table 3

Noun Structure in Dani languages
(POSS)-NOUN-(PL)-(AGENT)

Even though these languages distinguish inalienable and alienable nouns, both
types of nouns have a similar structure in possessive constructions. When the
noun is plural, it takes the plural marker –i. The agent marker –en is added to a
noun/pronoun when it functions as agent of transitive verbs. The Wano forms
in (8) and (9) are examples of possessive markers with the noun abut ’child’
and the plural marker –i (Burung 1994:77).

(8) O-abut
     3s-child
     ‘His child’

(9) O-abur-i
     3s-child-PL
     ‘His children’

Lower Grand Valley Dani language dialect spoken in Kurima area and Wano
show the similar phonological change in inflecting suffix –i that indicates
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plural form to the noun stem abut. The voiceless alveolar stop [t] in abut
‘child’ becomes the voiced alveolar trill [r] as a result of morpho-phonological
process of prefixing –i to the stem of abut.

Sawaki (1998) provides an example of marking the agent marker on
nouns functioning as agent in a transitive sentence shown in (10).

(10) n-ami-     en   an   nu-     wa- r-      eh-   ek
 1s-uncle-AGT  1s   1S-OBJ-hit-REAL-NPAST-3S
  ‘My uncle hit me’

3.3  Structure Of Person Markers On Postpositions
All postpositions in Dani languages take prefixed-person markers when
describing the position of the speaker and the addressee and/or the 3rd

participants and are sometimes inflected by a locative marker indicating the
location  where  the  event  is  taking  place.  Table  4  is  the  structure  of
postpositions that take prefixed-person markers.

Table 4

Postposition structure in Dani languages
SUBJ-postposition-(LOC)

All Dani languages have identical structures. Example (11) provides such a
structure in MY (Sawaki 2000:6) in which the 3rd person singular prefix ø- is
added to the postposition iraham ‘beside’:

(11) An at       iraham     ho-  r-      iek-  lah-  i
 1s  3s  3s-beside      sit-REAL-PRET-PROG-1S
 ‘I am sitting beside him’

The details of the forms and descriptions will be provided in sections 8, 9 and 10.

4  PRONOMINAL SYSTEMS
In accordance with pronominal systems, Dani languages have the following
features: 1) Like most of Papuan languages, verb forms in these languages can
be minimally a sentence, with no necessarily associated nominal (Foley
1986:170). The feature that makes the languages do so is that the languages
allow morphological agreements on verbs, TAM, person/number; 2) Dani
languages have both independent pronouns and bound pronouns; 3) They have
an active-nonactive person marking system, especially in bound pronouns (see
Table 5); 4) Person markers are commonly shown in nouns indicating
possession, postpositions indicating subject markers, and stative verbs
indicating subject markers.

As mentioned above, Dani languages simply have two sets of bound
person markers that categorize Dani languages as active-nonactive languages.
Set  I  is  active  person  markers  that  occur  with  active  verbs  in  both  transitive
verbs and non-stative intransitive verbs. The set of bound active person
markers always suffix to verbs. Set II is nonactive person markers that occur
on stative verbs/adjectives (verb type II), on nouns and on postpositions.
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Throughout the paper, the sets of bound person markers will be called active-
nonactive forms.

Table 5 shows the patterns of sets of active-nonactive person marking
systems in Dani languages.

Table 5

Active-Nonactive Person Marking Systems in Dani languages
SET I SET  II

SUBJECT OF TRANSITIVE VERB
SUBJECT OF NON-STATIVE
INTRANSITIVE VERB

OBJECT OF TRANSITIVE
VERB
SUBJECT OF STATIVE
VERB
POSSESIVE ON NOUN
PERSON MARKERS ON
POSTPOSITION

     Varieties of bound pronouns will be clearly described in section 5.2.

4.1  Independent Pronouns

In this section, I will introduce the independent pronouns and compare them to
bound ones. Morphologically, some bound pronouns are derived from their
independent counterparts so it is useful to study the sets of independent
pronouns of Dani languages before discussing a variety of bound pronouns.
Burung (ms) in describing sets of independent pronouns in Wano argues,”This
set of personal pronouns does not contain various forms in different
grammatical functions. In general, free pronouns may take a role of Subject,
Object or Beneficiary in the configurations: [SUBJ ± BEN + OBJ + VERB] or
[SUBJ + OBJ + BEN + VERB].” This is also true for all Dani languages.

All Dani languages have a set of six independent pronouns, which
mark first, second, and third person and two numbers: singular and plural.
These languages, however, do not mark gender differences and neither do they
have exclusive or inclusive person forms. Bromley (1981:190) introduces free
pronouns in LGVD as in table 6:

Table 6

FREE PRONOUNS
PERSON SINGULAR PLURAL
1 an nit
2 hat hit
3 at it

(Based on Bromley 1981:190)

Bromley (1981) argues that person marking prefixes functioning on
noun, some verbs/adjectives and postpositions are derived from these sets of
free pronouns: n- ‘first person’, h- ‘second person’, and zero morpheme O-
‘third person’ (see section 7, 8, and 9).
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The MY languages employs a set of independent pronouns identical to
that of LGVD. Sawaki (2000:7) lists free pronouns in MY as shown in Table 7.

Table 7

FREE PRONOUNS
PERSON SINGULAR PLURAL
1 an nit
2 hat hit
3 at it

He then characterizes the vowel patterns within the set of free pronouns as
distinguishing number. Morphologically, a can be correlated with the singular
and I with the plural. It is true that the bound pronominal prefixes on other
word classes are reduced forms of these independent pronouns (see section
5.2).

Burung (ms) describes that Wano also has a set of six independent
pronouns, which mark a distinction in person and number. Wano employs
identical forms of free pronouns as those of LGVD and MY, except for
consonantal change in the second person k-.

Table 8

FREE PRONOUNS
PERSON SINGULAR PLURAL
1 an nit
2 kat kit
3 at it

4.2  Bound Pronouns

Morphologically, all Dani languages mark some word classes i.e., verbs,
nouns, postpositions and adjectives, with a variety of bound pronouns. As
noticed in section 5, these bound pronouns can be categorized into two sets:
Set I: Active marker, which suffix as subject markers on transitive verbs and
non-stative intransitive verbs and; Set II: Non-active marker, which are
prefixes and mark objects of transitive verbs, subjects of stative intransitive
verbs, person markers on adjectives, possessive on nouns, person markers on
postpositions.

Set I of Dani bound pronouns vary not only according to
person/number but also according to TAM. In the description of LGVD,
Bromley (1981) stated that even though the person markers on verbs can be
predicted in some ways (especially in simple factive aspect), most of them can
not be analyzed separately from the TAM markers they interact with. Set II of
Dani bound pronouns employ a very stable morphological form.

Bromley (1981) does not provide a specific chart of subject suffixes in
LGVD, but they provide detailed descriptions and examples that show how
subject suffixes interact with TAM. In table 9 and table 10, I list the two sets of
bound pronouns in MY used on (Sawaki, 1998:35).
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Table 9. Set I: Active Bound Pronouns of MY

PERSON
SET I
SUBJECT OF NON-STATIVE INTRANSITIVE VERBS
AGENT OF TRANSITIVE VERBS
IM
P

PRET/
HAB/
PROG

NR
PAST

F
PAST

FR
PAST

POT. NR
FUT

F
FUT

CON
D.

1s -i -i -ik -y -ik -in -uk -e
2s -in -en -en -in -n -hin -un -en
3s -O -ek -i -b -isi -u -ep
1p -e -e -uk -w -uk -ul -uk -a
2p -

iek
-ep -ep -ip -b -ip -up -ep

3p -O -esa -usa -b -usa -up -ep

Table 10. Set II: Inactive bound pronouns of MY

PERSON

SET II
OBJ/BEN OF (DI) TRANS. VERBS
SUBJ OF STATIVE INTRANSITIVE VERBS
POSS OF NOUNS
PERSON ON POSTPOSITIONS
PERSON ON ADJECTIVES

1s n-
2s h-
3s O-
1p nin-
2p hin-
3p in-

Burung (ms) also provides a variety of subject suffixes in Wano as shown in
Table 11 (non-past verbs), Table 12 (past verbs) marking bound pronouns of
set I and Table 13 marking bound pronouns of set II.

Table 11. Set I: Active marker with past verbs

Subject suffixes of the non-past verbs in Wano
SINGULAR PLURAL

PERSON Sub-t verbs All other verbs

1 et-ik ot-ik uer-ik
2 end-ik ond-ik up-ik
3 e o U
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Table 12. Set I: Active marker with past verbs

Subject suffixes of the Past verbs in Wano
Person Singular Plural

Proximate Remote
-ak ‘then’ -ik

‘PROG’
-ak
‘then’

-ik
‘PROG’

-ak
‘then’

-ik
‘PROG’

1 ac ic ic er uer
1 sub-
t

ir ic er

2 end end ep up
3 ir ir ar
3 sub-
t

ar ar

Table 13. Set II: Inactive markers

Bound pronouns of set II in Wano
PERSON BOUND PRONOUNS

SINGULAR PLURAL INFLECTIONAL FORMS
1 n- niny- < n- ‘1s’ + iny- ‘PL’
2 h- hiny- < h- ‘2s’ + iny- ‘PL’
3 O- iny- < O- ‘3s’ + iny- ‘PL’

4.3  Active person markers
Active person markers can be divided into two groups: those used with
intransitive verbs and those used with transitive verbs.

4.3.1  Active markers on non-stative intransitive verbs
Active markers suffix to the verb stem functioning as a subject marker in non-
stative intransitive verbs. Sawaki (1998:52) provides an example of a subject
marker in the near past intransitive verb shown in (12).

(12) at ø-inggik fala-     r-       eh-   ek
  3s 3s-arm   break-REAL-NRPAST-3S
  ‘his arm broke’

Example (12) illustrates an active subject marker on a non-stative intransitive
verb. The third person singular active suffix –ek is added to the verb fala
‘break.’ Burung (1994:48) provides an example of the proximate-past
intransitive verb de ‘cry’ in Wano in (13).

(13) at mboid apu no-me de i-ki-ir-ak=o
3s potato desire.to.consume GEN.TOP-LOC cry do-REAL-3S-
then=PAUS

 ‘He cried because he was hungry’
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Van der Stap (1966:130) exemplifies the near past non-stative intransitive verb
wa- ‘came’ in LGVD, Mugogo dialect as shown in (14).

(14) an wa-       h-       i
       1s come-NRPAST-1S
       ‘I came’

4.3.2  Active markers on non-stative transitive verbs

Active person markers suffix to the verb stem functioning as a subject marker
of non-stative intransitive verbs and agent marker of transitive verbs. Sawaki
(1998) in describing the MY near past verb provides an example in (15).

(15) ar-en     an     nu-   wa-  r-      eh-    ek
       3s-AGT  1s    1S:OBJ-hit-REAL-NRPAST-3S
       ‘He hit me’

In (16), Burung (ms) provides an example of the proximate-past in Wano:

(16) kivit           at  nggoica             ø-       wa- k-    ir-  ak-    o
       Yesterday   3s  wild.pig            3S:OBJ-hit-REAL-3S-then=PAUS
       ‘I killed a wild pig yesterday and then’

Bromley (1981:127) exemplifies subject marker –i ‘1s’ in a simple factive verb
of LGVD as shown in (17).

(17) n-apput               ø-         wok-    ot-           h-     i
       1s-man’s.son     3S:BEN-move-transferred-FACT-1S
       ‘I gave it to my son’

4.3.3  Inactive person markers

Inactive person markers are used with non-stative verbs, stative intransitive
verbs, and in possessed nouns.

4.3.3.1  Inactive person markers on non-stative verbs

Inactive person markers prefix to the verb stem to indicate the person as object,
affected by the action expressed by the verbs, thus functioning as an object
marker in non-stative verbs. Sawaki (1998:29) provides examples of a
prefixed-object marker in the MY near past sentence shown in (18), where the
inactive 1st person marker nu- prefixes to the verb stem wa ‘hit.’

(18) Ir-en      fahe       an     nu-     wa- r-      eh-    esa
       3p-AGT recently  1s     1S:OBJ-hit-REAL-NRPAST-3P
      ‘They hit me recently’

Bromley (1981) gives another example in LGVD of a simple factive sentence
shown in (19):

(19) nin-    at-  h-    e
      1P:OBJ-hit-FACT-3S
      ‘He hit us’

In Wano, Burung (ms) also provides an example shown in 20:
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(20) n-       o-     k-   end-ak
       1S:OBJ-hit-REAL-2S-  then
       ‘You hit me and then’

4.3.3.2  Inactive person markers on stative intransitive verbs
Inactive person markers prefix to the stative intransitive verbs function as
subject markers. In his discussion of stative verbs, Bromley (1981:147)
includes some adjectives that take identical markers in the same category of
stative verbs, since he claims that they represent psychological events. As both
stative verbs and adjectives are semantically defined as psychological events or
mental states, I will classify them into one category, i.e. stative intransitive
verbs. Bromley (1981:147) provides examples of such an adjectival category as
shown in (21) mouk and (22) molo in LGVD.

(21) na-mouk
       1s-like/affection
       ‘I like (basically expressed to a person)’

(22) na-molo
       1s-like
       ‘I like (a thing or event)’

In MY, subject markers of stative intransitive verbs are identical to those of
LGVD. Sawaki (2000) gives examples in MY listed in (23) and (24).

(23) h-oluk
       2s-know
      ‘you know’

(24) in-ambit
       3p-not.like’
       ‘They don’t like (person/thing)’

4.3.3.3  Inactive person markers on possession of nouns
Bromley (1981:190-1) in describing person marking prefixes in LGVD states:
The (se) independent pronouns include the set of person markers which also
occur as prefixes to nouns, some verbs and postpositions: n= ‘first person’, h=
‘second person’, implicit third person. These markers occur in more regularly
shaped form as possessive prefixes to nouns, e.g. the inalienably possessed
kinship terms and body parts,… Alienably possessed nouns with consonantal-
initial roots are marked for possession with a vowel prefix, =a= in this dialect,
…  The  same  set  of  markers  occurs  with  post-positions  of  place,  toward,
immediately behind him or her, inside him, her, it, together with him, her, (of
two people), together with it (of three or more if personal).

Table 14 is a summary of inactive person markers on possession of
nouns from Bromley’s (1981:190) discussion of person categories in LGVD.
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Table 14: Person Marking Prefixes

PERSON PREFIXED-PERSON MARKERS
1s n-
2s h-
3s Ø-
1p nin-
2p hin-
3p in-

Examples (25), (26), and (27) exemplify inactive person markers on nouns
(Bromley, 1981:190-191):

(25) n-oppase      ‘my father’ nin-oppase  ‘our father’
       1s-father                                  1p-father

(26) su  ‘net’; na-su  ‘my net’; nina-su  ‘our net’
       1s-net                   1p-net

(27) n-eppetak ; h-eppetak ; nin-om
       1SINACT-with;        2SINACT-with;            1PINAC-together with
       ‘with me’            ‘with you(sg)’        ‘together with us’

This construction is identical to that of prefixed-possessive markers to nouns
and prefixed person markers on postpositions in MY (see Table 9) and in
Wano  (see  Table  13).  In  Examples  (28)  and  (29),  Burung  (ms)  exemplifies
eruk ‘hair’ and yabuk ‘planted garden’ in Wano.

(28) n-eruk
       ‘1s-hair’
       ‘My hair’

(29) ne-yavuk
       1s-planted garden
       ‘My planted garden’

Examples (28) and (29) demonstrate inalienable possession as Wano
distinguishes alienable and inalienable possessions.

In  (30),  there  is  evidence  that  MY also  showes  a  distinction  between
alienable and inalienable possession (Sawaki 2000:9).

(30) n-unggul
       1s-head
       ‘my head’

(31) n-asum
      1s-net
      ‘my net’

Examples (28), (29), (30), and (31) show that there is an essential dependence
of nouns on possessor that explains the permanent relationship in terms of
inflection.
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In (32), inactive person marker is added to postposition stem olohot ‘in front
of.’

(32) hat an                   n-  olohot-ma    ho- r-     iek-    lah-en
       2s  1s                 1SINAC-front-LOC   sit-REAL-PRET-PROG-2S
      ‘You are sitting in front of me’

5  TENSE, ASPECT, AND MODALITY (TAM)

TAM suffixes are probably the most common verb affixes in Dani languages.
They all appear as suffixes on the verb and are fairly predictable. However,
there are some cases where TAM morphemes merge with person/number
markers in verb inflection as portmanteau (‘joint’) morphemes. As mentioned
in section 5.2, the  complexity of TAM may require suffixed-subject/agent
markers to change. Dani languages show clear distinction in TAM in overtly
morphological process. They morphologically distinguish past events, present,
on-going and future events, realis/irrealis, perfective/imperfective, imperative,
potentiality, and conditional repetitive.

Bromley (1981) indicates about 35 different possibilities of TAM in
LGVD  ranging  from  simple  factive  aspect  to  the  category  of  potential
participles,  which  describes  the  term  of  durative  aspect  both  in  the  past  or
present. The same case occurs in Wano as described by Burung (ms). Wano
exhibits about 30 possibilities of TAM occurring in the verbal complex.
Zollner (nd) and Sawaki (1998) describe the same occurrences for MY. Sawaki
(1998) provides an example of a far past sentence in MY in (33). the verb
hiyak ‘informed’ and the serial verb miyal-isa ‘pushed-get’ and mako-wambi
‘down-fall’ and the realis far past acpect ut-, O- and r-, ik-.

(33) o-  sono Yunus-en  Nakai hiyak- ut- uk- ø  -lit
       CL-yesterday   Yunus-AGT   Nakai      3s:RES-informed-REAL-

PRES-FPAST.3S-SEQ
an-ten Sebulon miyal-  isa- r-  uk- ø-men n-inggarek

       1s-AGT Sebulon     pushed-3S:OBJ.get-REAL-FPAST-3S- SS
1s-REFL.
mako-wambi-r- ik- ik

       down-fall-  REAL-FPAST-1S
       ‘Yunus told Nakai that I pushed Sebulon then I myself fell down’

Burung (ms) gives an example of purposive aspect of the verb war- ‘kill’ and
progressive aspect of the verb t- ‘intend’ in (34).

(34) nit wom        war-  u-  ca               t-   uer-ik     =o
       We pig  3S:OBJ-hit-s/p-PURP       intend-1S-PROG=PAUS
       ‘In order to kill a pig, we are intending to kill a pig’

The discussion in section 7 will show the agreement between verb stem-TAM
and person-number that makes Bromley (1981:21) assert, “A considerable
amount  of  the  surface  complexity  of  Dani  grammar  (All  Dani  languages)  is
represented in the verb morphology.”
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6  THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PERSON MARKERS AND TAM
Dani languages exhibit a strong tendency of an interaction between
person/number markers and TAM. Such a relationship makes verbs become
very complex. However, as Foley (1986) discusses, the verb paradigms, in
most case, are predictable as the language family adopts an agglutinative
pattern.  Inflectional  process  of  TAM and  person/number  in  certain  cases  can
not be predicted, as they are inseparable and are realized as portmanteau
morphemes.

Van der Stap (1966:38) gives examples in the near past progressive
(35), the perfect past progressive (36) and the perfect past tense (37) of how
TAM interacts with person-number in the Mugogo dialect of LGVD.

(35) munenhylaukha  ‘ they were delaying ‘

(36) munenhylaukhasik ‘ they have been delaying ‘

(37) munenhasik ‘ they have finished delaying ‘

Sawaki (1999) also gives examples in the present/habitual (38), the near Past
(39) and the near Future (40) in MY.

(38) at             e       pal-          ta-     r-     uk-                on
       he/she wood   cut-3S:OBJ.make-REAL-PRET-PROG.3S-HAB
      ‘He/she usually cut the wood today’

(39) at             e       pal-         te-     h-       ek
       he/she wood cut-3S:OBJ.make-NRPAST-3S
      ‘He/she cut the wood today’

(40) at             e       pal-       ta-      m-    is-    i
       he/she wood cut-3S:OBJ.make-IRR.S-NFUT-3S
       ‘He/she will cut the wood today’

7  THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PERSON MARKERS
    AND STATIVE VERBS AND ADJECTIVES
In discussion of stative verbs, Bromley (1981:147) categorizes some adjectives
that take possessive markers within the same category of atative verbs, since
they represent psychological events. Adjectival words that describe mental
states  or  feeling  are  identical  to  verbs  that  have  similar  meanings.  In  Dani
languages, verbs like ‘know,’ ‘understand,’ ‘love,’ ‘hate,’ etc, are treated the
same as adjectives like ‘lazy,’ ‘happy,’ ‘afraid,’ ‘ashamed,’ etc. They
obligatorily take identical form of possessive markers on nouns, but the person
markers function as subjects of the sentences. Bromley (1981:147), however,
provides a more in-depth description of such verbs in LGVD that these types of
verbs operate  time reference implicitly.  When referring to verbal  aspect  or  to
acting verbs, they take some inflected category of verb-type ‘auxiliary’ –a, at-
‘become’; the verb wela, lokoi ‘continue.’ In some cases, the inactive person
markers in such verbs may also be treated as subjects as in (41) and (42).
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(41) n-             elu-      ak-         i
      1SINAC-knowledge-become-1SACT
      ‘I have come to know’

(42) n-      ayuk   werek
      1SINAC-fear      EXIST
      ‘I have fear’

Grammatically, there is no further analysis as they adopt the identical forms as
that of nouns and postpositions; Sawaki (2000) gives more examples in MY in
(43) and (44).

(43) n-enngali     elek
      1s-ashamed not
      ‘I do not have shamed’

(44) h-ambirak-   ak-       en
      2s-lazy-       become-2SACT
      ‘You become lazy’

This set of mental states (adjective-like noun) almost obligatorily possessed,
functioning as predicates of the marked subjects.

8  THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PERSON MARKERS AND NOUNS
Person categories referring to the speaker and the hearer individually or in
groups are marked in several word classes in Dani languages, including nouns.
Derived from independent pronouns, bound pronouns, which mark person in
nouns, function as possessive markers. These markers occur all in very stable
forms that prefix to nouns. Burung (ms) describes that Wano distinguishes
inalienable and alienable nouns in taking possessive markers. He states, “Items
that are inalienably possessed are always vowel-initial nouns, while alienable
nouns begin with either a consonant or a vowel. Inalienable nouns can not
occur without a possessive marking. Alienable nouns are those that do not
require  reference  to  a  possessor.  “This  is  also  true  for  LGVD  and  MY  (see
Bromley, 1981, Van der Stap 1966, and Sawaki, 1998, 2000). Bromley
(1981:190) defines inalienable nouns as kinship terms and body parts and
alienable nouns as other nouns that do not require taking possessive markers.
Both Burung (ms) and Bromley (1981) asserted that the fact that third person
singular is overtly unmarked makes it difficult to explicitly point out a
morphological inflection in nouns. Table 15 provides the comparison forms of
possessive markers in Wano, LGVD and MY.
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Table 15

POSSESSIVE MARKERS
PERSON WANO LGVD MY
1s n- n- n-
2s k- h- h-
3s Ø- Ø- Ø-
1p niny- nin- nin-
2p kiny- hin- hin-
3p iny- in- in-

Burung (ms) gives examples of possessive marking in inalienable nouns of
body parts in Wano in (45).

(45) a) indit             ‘his cheek’               <ø- ‘3s’ + indit ‘cheek’
       b)  enak            ‘his tooth’                <ø- ‘3s’ + enak ‘tooth’
       c) akwi         ‘his nose’                 <ø- ‘3s’ + akwi ‘nose’
       d) ombagit        ‘his vein’                 <ø- ‘3s’ + ombagit ‘vein’

Sawaki (2000:9) provides the examples of possession on inalienable nouns in
MY as in (46).

(46) a) n-unggul    ‘my head’
       b) h-unggul    ‘your head’
       c) ø-unggul    ‘his/her head’
       d) nin-unggul  ‘our heads’
       e) hin-unggul  ‘your(pl) heads’
       f) in-unggul ‘their heads’

He then provides examples of alienable nouns in (47).

(47) a) wam  ‘pig’ ; n-ambohom ‘my pig’
       b) sum ‘net’ ; na-sum ‘my net’
       c) pusie  ‘axe’  ; na-pusie ‘my axe’

Van der Stap (1966:146) provides examples of alienable body parts (48) and
alienable nouns (49) in Mugogo dialect of LGVD.6

(48) a) n-egi        ‘my hand’
       b) h-egi        ‘your hand’
       c) egi        ‘his/her hand’
       d) nin-egi     ‘our hands’
       e) hin-egi     ‘your(pl) hands’
       f) in-egi        ‘their hands’

(49) a) na-su ‘my net’
       b) na-seke ‘my spear’
       c) na-holim ‘my penis gourd’
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9  THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PERSON MARKERS
     AND   POSTPOSITIONS
Grammatically, all postpositions in Dani languages may take possessive forms,
which prefix to postposition stems. Semantically, this category indicates people
who are establishing a relationship in a place or direction in which
communication occurs. The prefix n- prefixes to postpositions to indicate
people in the established communicative environment, who have a relation to
the speaker, while h- prefix indicates their relationship to the hearer and ø-
indicates a relation to third person whether she/he presents in the speaking
environment or not. Sawaki (2000) gives an example in MY, shown in (50).

(50) It  at     ambol-ma  ho-r-       iek
      3p 3s 3s-back-LOC  sit-REAL-PRET-PROG.3P
      ‘They are sitting at his/her back’

Bromley (1981) provides examples of person markers occurring with
postpositions of place in LGVD, shown in (51).

(51) a) n-epettak ‘(sg) with me’
       b) h-epettak ‘(sg) with you (sg)’
       c) ø-epettak ‘(sg) with him, her’
       d) nin-om ‘together with me, us (total of three or more)’
       e) hin-om ‘together with you (total of three or more)’
       f) in-om ‘together with them, it (of people, total of three or more)’.

10  SUMMARY
In all Papuan languages of the Great Dani Family, pronominal systems have a
great grammatical distribution in that they form verbs, nouns, postpositions and
some adjectives. Pronominal systems in Dani languages have two forms:
independent and bound pronouns. Forms of independent pronouns mostly
function as subject/agent and object/patient in syntactic level and they can
stand alone. Dani languages employ a common set of six independent
pronouns, which mark first, second and third person and two numbers; singular
and plural. On the other hand, bounds pronouns, which inflect other word
classes, function as subject, object, person markers and possessive markers at
the morphological level.

Dani languages basically have two sets of bounds pronouns that
identify the languages as active-nonactive languages. Set I of bound pronouns
are those that suffix to transitive verbs and non-stative intransitive verbs, and
are called active set of pronominal markers. There is a close interaction
between person/number markers and TAM that makes bound person markers
always change according to TAM. However, they are always predictable,
though in very restricted case, the morphemes of TAM and person/number are
realized as portmanteau morphemes. Such a relationship makes verbs of Dani
languages become very complex. Set II of bound pronouns has very stable
prefix forms, and are called non-active set of pronominal markers. These mark
object markers of transitive verbs, subject markers of stative verbs and
adjective clauses, person markers on postpositions and possessive markers on
nouns have identical forms in marking person/number category.
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1 The initial work of this paper was written as a term paper in typology and universals
language course at Linguistic Program at Eastern Michigan University in 2002. The
initial title was Forms and Functions of Bound Pronouns in Dani Languages. The first
purpose of writing this paper was to respond to the course of typology and universals
language, but I then expanded it as a research to see whether or not the active and
inactive marking systems occur in Papuan languages, especially in Dani languages.
Previous studies in Dani languages have not classified the term yet. My great gratitude
is given to Dr. Veronica Grondona who taught and advised me during the completion
of this paper. Her comments, thought and input are highly appreciated.

2 Bromley and Van der Stap worked on Lower Grand Valley Dani languages. Bromley,
especially, did LGVD grammar and its phonology systems, while Van der Stap
described morphology of verbs in LGVD of Mugogo Dialect. Burung is currently
working on Wano grammar as his dissertation at University of Leiden. The data I used
in this paper was taken from the manuscript of his dissertation under permission.
Zollner ans Sawaki work on the Middle Yali language.

3 The common abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: TAM= Tense, Aspect,
Modality; LGVD= Lower Grand Valley Dani language; MY= Middle Yali language;
UBS= United Bible Society; SIL= Summer Institute of Linguistics; p.c= Personal
Conversation; SOV= Subject-Object-Verb; VSTEM= Verb Stem; OBJ= Object;
SUBJ= Subject; INACT= Inactive; ACT= Active; FACT= Factive aspect; REAL=
Realis aspect; IRR= Irrealis aspect; NRPAST= Near Past Tense; FPPAST= Far Past
Tense; FRPAST= Farther Past Tense; s = Singular ; p = Plural; PRET= Present tense;
PROG= Progressive aspect; BEN= Benefactive; IMP= Imperative mood; POSS=
Possessive; HAB= Habitual aspect; POT= Potential aspect; NRFUT= Near Future
tense; FFUT= Far Future tense; COND= Conditional aspect; AGT= Agent; PAUS=
Pausative; LOC= Locative; CL= Clitic; RES= Recepient; DS= Different subject; SS=
Same Subject; REFL= Reflective; PURP= Purposive; s/p= singular/plural; EXIST=
Existential; SEQ= Sequential. The symbols represented in this paper are also as
follows: Ø = Zero morpheme; - = Morpheme break; > = to derive; 1 = first person; 2 =
second person; 3 = third person; (…)  = Grammatical category; . = Portmanteau
morpheme
4 Laani is the native name of people and language referring to what is currently called
Dani. Dani people always refers themselves as Laani, that means ‘people who went to
the west.’ The name was derived from the history of the distribution of first generation
of Dani people in Balim Valley. Dani is first used by a missionary who came to the
valley and misinterpreted the term Laani.

5 The term Yali as a language is given to a language spoken by the Yali people who
live in the eastern part of the Balim Valley. Such a term is given by Dani people
referring to their eastern neighbor, which means ‘people in the east’ or ‘the people who
live in the place where the sun rises.’ In contrast, the Yali people address the Danis as
hubula, meaning ‘the people in the west.’
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6 The noun sum ‘net’ and pusie ‘axe’  as  shown  in  examples  47  a  and  b  show  an
insertion of vowel a following the bound prefixes as a result of the consonantal initial
of noun stems begin with a vocalic initial, there is no insertion of a vowel (cf. 48 and
49).
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